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BACKGROUND
In 1990, the indigenous people of Ecuador invited indigenous people from
throughout the Americas to participate in a planning conference regarding the 1992
Quincentennial activities being planned by colonizer governments. The intent of the
Indigenous Continental Encounter was to begin working toward Indigenous unity
throughout the continent. Many of the representatives shared in the common concern that
Indigenous issues were still being pushed into the background and not seriously
considered. Only recently have organizations, ranging from mainstream environmental
groups to the United Nations, begun to regard Indigenous issues as important to the
survival of all humanity. Nonetheless, we believe that it would be a mistake to allow
sovereignty issues to take a back seat when Indigenous land, water, and human rights
issues are being discussed and decided upon by nation-states throughout the world.
Toward that end the Indigenous Peoples Alliance and the Continental Coordinating
Committee of Indigenous Nations and Organizations is sponsoring the "Indigenous
Peoples Tribunals on May 16-19, 1993 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ALLIANCE
Several meetings followed the 1990 encounter in Quito, Ecuador and numerous
representatives from North America attended each of them. After the second continental
encounter in Xelaju, Guatemala grassroot organizations from the US and Alaska took steps
to form the Indigenous Peoples Alliance. At the founding meeting in January 1992 the
group of national and local indigenous groups dedicated its efforts toward the protection
and advancement of Indigenous Sovereignty rights. The alliance has looked closely at US
Policy and can point to actions that have had grave consequences on our right to self
government. Some of the more commonly known are the following:
•
The debate over the siting of monitored retrievable storage(MRS) on Indian lands
has caused conflict within our communities. The nuclear industry and the US government
continue to advance proposals for dumping hazardous waste on our lands; taking advantage
of the vulnerabilities caused by the severe poverty conditions found on our reservations.
•
Unilateral legislation such as the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and the
Navajo-Hopi Land Settlement Act has usurped our right to determine our destiny and recent
attempts allowing the BIA to declare any Indian Nation extinct has kept our communities
under perpetual threat of termination.
•
Recent efforts to ‘protect’ lands under the auspices of the National Parks Service,
Bureau of Land Management, and other government agencies has also served to further
break our ties to our homelands.
Indigenous People have not relinquished Sovereignty rights and have not forgotten
that Sovereignty is integral to how we have existed with our traditional customs, religions,
and languages still intact. However, this attack upon Sovereignty is not new and we
believe that Sovereignty rights must continue to be a strong focus of the Indigenous
Struggle. W e are encouraged by courage of the communities that persist in their efforts to

